
Hedgehog for Capers or baby Hedgehog for PalmOS
The MIDI Pattern sequencer with interesting music in mind.

Download baby Hedgehog Beta (ZIP)
Download baby Hedgehog Beta without MIDI In for users of the Rubicon MIDI Interface
hardware (ZIP)
baby Hedgehog, the 12-pattern one-screen non-Capers version of Hedgehog, is currently beta.
There will be bugs and 'inconsistencies.' This hasn't stopped us from using it on stage for the
past half-year, however. It works great. We do ask that in return for this software, you send us
feedback: bugs, feature suggestions, hardware issues. Get in touch at
hedgehog@dsperado.com.

Hedgehog is a MIDI pattern sequencer. If you are familiar with the
'matrix edit' function of many upscale sequencers, or the 'piano roll'
view, you'll be right at home with Hedgehog. To make music, you
simply draw on the grid: left and right is time, up and down is note.
"What could be simpler?"

What makes Hedgehog so unique is its ability to sequence up to 16
MIDI controller values at every time tick along with the notes. For
example, if you have a synthesizer that has filter cutoff, resonance,
volume, pitch bend and LFO width controls, you can automate each
one along with the note it is supposed to play. Think of the
possibilities! We can't describe the worth of such a tool in HTML.
Just try it.

Hedgehog also syncs to MIDI F8 clock via Capers, and sends MIDI
Sync as well, so it can play nice with your other gear.

There are math functions for pattern permutation: you can quantize a
pattern to 1/8th, 1/4th or 1/2 notes, randomize the pattern or the
controller sequence via various parameters, or stochastically alter
the sequence while keeping either its tempo or melody. All in real
time, while the sequence plays.

Capers can load any number of sequences, so you can load a group
of them to play at once (or on different channels for different
instruments.) Excited yet?

baby Hedgehog
baby Hedgehog is a standalone version of Hedgehog that lets you
sequence 12 patterns and 2 channels per pattern. You don't need
Capers to use this version, and it is the version whose beta we are
offering for free above.

From its menu system, you can set which controllers of the 16 each
block refers to, the MIDI channel of the left and right side of the
pattern, and the MIDI sync parameters.

Hedgehog and baby Hedgehog are ©1999 and 2000 Brian Whitman.
For more information and help with the software, contact
hedgehog@dsperado.com.
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